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Delivers the goods on the latest Adobe product for graphics users of all levels. Teaches not just which InDesign command does what but also why it works and when to use it. Includes short, real-world projects that teach just enough information that you’ll be able to learn it and absorb it. Plus, provides details for those converting their layouts from Quark or PageMaker2, and includes a color insert with examples of good layout choices, InDesign’s Swatches palette, and more.     

       Add your creativity to the exceptional production capabilities of Adobe InDesign CS and you’ll get amazing results. Follow real-world examples to get started laying out professional-quality pages and printing with precision. Take advantage of the built-in support for publishing PDFs as eBooks, on the Web, and more. Learn all the latest features, including tables of contents, tables that flow from page to page, transparency, drag-and-drop color, the powerful Swatches palette, and the revival of the built-in word processor Story Editor.
	Convert Quark, PageMaker, and other existing documents  
	Customize your interface for efficient production  
	Set type with greater precision using OpenType support  
	Create print and PDF workflow output to the latest standards  
	Properly plan for page size, column width, and paragraph design  
	Work with color palettes, overprinting, spot color, duotones, CMYK, and much more  
	Import documents, tables, graphics--virtually anything you can see on a screen, with full transparency available!  
	Integrate tightly with other Adobe products  
	Use with Mac OS X and Windows XP  
	Prepare your documents with preflighting, separation previews, color paper, custom preview backgrounds, and more  
	Learn printing solutions from practical examples  


About the author: David Bergsland has been a designer and art director for the past 35 years, and has taught digital publishing since 1991. He has written six books on graphics topics.     

       About the Author
   
David Bergsland (Albuquerque, NM) has been a designer and art director for the past 35 years. He’s been a type designer since 1983; and has been teaching professional digital publishing in the classroom and through web-based distance learning programs since 1991. He’s written six book on graphics topics including Publishing with InDesign (OnWord Press, 2000); Publishing with Photoshop (OnWord Press, 2001) and  Publishing with Illustrator and FreeHand (OnWord Press, 2001). His design firm, Bergsland Design, handles projects large and small for a wide variety of design needs and clients.
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Magento Site Performance OptimizationPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage the power of Magento to speed up your website


	About This Book

	
		Improve the performance of Magento by more than 70%
	
		Master Magento caching techniques
	
		Using a step-by-step approach, learn how to optimize Magento site performance
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The Engines of Our Ingenuity: An Engineer Looks at Technology and CultureOxford University Press, 2003
A million people hear John H. Lienhard's radio program "The Engines of Our Ingenuity." In this fascinating book, Lienhard has gathered together his reflections on the nature of technology, culture, human inventiveness, and the history of engineering. The book brims with insightful observations, offering an intriguing glimpse into...
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Agent and Multi-agent Technology for Internet and Enterprise Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2010

	Research in multi-agent systems offers a promising technology for problems with networks, online trading and negotiations but also social structures and communication. This is a book on agent and multi-agent technology for internet and enterprise systems. The book is a pioneer in the combination of the fields and is based on the concept of...
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Water-Related Death Investigation: Practical Methods and Forensic ApplicationsCRC Press, 2010

	All too often, police called to the scene of a water-related death may consider it an accidental drowning before they even arrive. But the investigation of these types of deaths requires the same careful and thorough documentation as in other potentially non-natural deaths and these efforts must be carried through all stages of investigation....
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The Biogenesis of Cellular Organelles (Molecular Biology Intelligence Unit)Springer, 2004
The evolution of modern cell biology tools, such as confocal imaging
techniques and advanced electron microscopy methodologies, has allowed
for ever improving structural and functional characterizations of the cell.
Such methods complement classical genetics and biochemistry in the ongoing
effort to define cellular science. This...
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Poser 8 Revealed: The Official GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	Get ready to master all the powerful features of Poser 8. "Poser 8 Revealed" helps you tackle all the essential skills you need to create, render, and animate scenes using the simple yet sophisticated toolset offered by Poser 8. This hands-on guide provides step-by-step tutorials for each task or skill, followed by basic projects...
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